Mascot Experience Terms and Conditions.
Entries to the Watford FC Mascot Experience draw are submitted in agreement to all of the
following terms and conditions:
1. The prize is offered for one child and one adult to take part in a mascot experience at
Vicarage Road stadium for a home Men’s WFC first team fixture.
2. Children must be in a school year between (and including) year one and year six on
the day of the mascot experience.
3. No further adults or children can take part in any part of the mascot experience.
Additional tickets may be available to purchase directly from the WFC ticket office at
an additional cost.
4. The WFC men’s home fixture will be selected via the prize draw by WFC CSE Trust
and communicated to the prize winner. Winners will not be able to select a choice of
fixture for their mascot experience.
5. Should the published time and/or date of the designated fixture be changed for any
reason; winners will be notified with as much notice as possible.
6. Should any change of date and/or time for the designated fixture prevent winners
from attending the designated fixture for their mascot experience; winners will have
the choice to accept the change or decline the mascot prize within 72 hours of being
notified of the change.
7. Should winners choose to decline the changed date and/or time from the originally
offered fixture; winners will be re-entered into the draw for the same period.
8. Should any winners fail to give notice of their unavailability for a changed fixture
within 72 hours of being notified, or at any point outside of this window; then they will
not be re-entered into the draw for the same period.
9. Any winners failing to attend their designated fixture without notice prior to the
commencement of the mascot experience; will not be able to be re-entered into the
draw for another mascot experience within the same period.
10. Any winner unable to attend their designated fixture who notifies WFC CSE Trust by
no less than two hours before the commencement of their mascot experience; may
be offered an alternative mascot experience. This will be judged on a case-by-case
basis and a decision will be at the sole discretion of WFC CSE Trust.
11. In the event of point 10, WFC CSE Trust are under no obligation to offer an
alternative mascot experience.
12. The parent or carer of the winning mascot must provide the following information on
behalf of the winning mascot for inclusion in the matchday programme:
12.1 The age on the winning child on day of the designated fixture.
12.2 The winning mascot’s favourite WFC player.
12.3 The winning mascot’s favourite hobbies.

12.4 Their score prediction for the designated fixture.
12.5 A recent photograph of the winning mascot for inclusion in the matchday
programme.
13. This information is required no later than 28 days before the designated fixture.
14. Failure to provide all of the above information will see it omitted from the programme.
15. Each winning mascot must wear the full WFC home, change or goalkeeper strip
current to the season which their mascot experience takes place in*.
16. The parent or carer of the winning mascot consent to WFC/WFC CSE Trust
matchday photographers taking photographs and videos throughout their mascot
experience.
17. Winning mascots may only request a single item to be signed by players. Multiple
signatures from the same player will not be permitted.
18. In the event of an emergency consent is given to WFC CSE Trust staff to provide
emergency first aid to an injured winning mascot.
19. No guarantee can be given for requests to be granted for a winning mascot to walk
out with a player of their choice.
20. Each individual entry to the mascot competition is for the advertised window (period)
only.
21. Multiple entries in the same competition window, for the same child will not be
included in the draw. Only one entry per child will be entered into the prize draw.
22. Once the notification window has passed; the prize draw is closed, and all entrants’
details are deleted from the next draw window. Full details of our Data Protection and
privacy policies can be found at www.watfordfccsettrust.com/policies or by contacting
dpotrust@watfordfc.com.
23. If your application is unsuccessful in the prize draw you have entered, you are
entitled to enter the next window.
24. Successful mascot winners are not allowed to enter another draw for the next two
windows (a 12-month period).
25. You recognise that Vicarage Road Stadium is a working environment on a matchday,
and we ask all winners and guests take care when moving around the busy stadium.
26. This mascot experience is managed by Watford FC’s Community Sports and
Education Trust.

